A Transatlantic Crossing with the Times Crossword

Thank you for choosing to travel with Times Journeys. To show our appreciation, we are pleased to offer you a special gift certificate of $30 PER BOOKING at Longitude Books. Please use code NYTJ17 to redeem your coupon online or over the phone.

Here is a brief selection of favorite, new and hard-to-find books, prepared for your journey. For your convenience, you may call (800) 342-2164 to order these books directly from Longitude, a specialty mail-order book service. To order online, and to get the latest, most comprehensive selection of books for your voyage, go directly to reading. longitudebooks.com/TJ28250.

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED

These 7 items are available as a set for $100 including shipping, 15% off the retail price (Item EXATL126). Any additional books ordered will be shipped free of charge.

New York Times Company, , and Barron James (Editor). The New York Times' New York, All the News That Was Fit to Print About the City That Never Sleeps 1851- Today. Black Dog & Leventhal Publishers, 2009. An indispensible guide the history and personality of New York, this big book collects over 200 articles from the newspaper, along with an abundance of photographs, illustrations, maps and graphs. Read firsthand accounts of the subway opening in 1904, the fall of Tammany Hall and Jackie Robinson breaking baseball’s color barrier in Brooklyn’s Ebbets Field. (HARD COVER, 416 Pp., $27.95, Item NYC204)


Fodor’s. *Fodor’s London’s 25 Best*. Fodor’s, 2016. This slim guide to London (with handy full-color maps) has everything you need to know for a short visit to the city, including recommended sightseeing, restaurants, hotels and shops. (PAPER, 176 Pp., $13.99, Item GBR08)


Borch Maps. *New York City Map*. Borch Maps, 2016. A convenient folded, laminated map of New York City. One side is a detailed map of Manhattan south of 96th St, and includes northern Brooklyn. On the other side is a full index, a larger-scale regional map, and a map of the subway. (MAP, Pp., $9.95, Item NYC207)

**BY YOUR STUDY LEADER**


HISTORY, CULTURE & EXPLORATION

Danzer-kantof, Boris. *Full Steam Ahead, A Golden Age of Cruises*. Trafalgar Square, 2014. With photographs, archival reprints and firsthand accounts, this coffee table history of cruising focuses on the freedom and romance of cruise vessels in their golden age. (HARD COVER, 192 Pp., $44.95, Item TVL589)

Taylor, Craig. *Londoners*. Ecco Press, 2013. Drawing on the unforgettable stories of nearly 100 Londoners, Taylor provides a rich and vivid kaleidoscopic view of modern-day London through the diverse voices of those who, regardless of whether they love or hate it, capture the heart and soul of one of the world’s greatest cities. (PAPER, 413 Pp., $16.99, Item GRB69)


ARCHAEOLOGY, ART & ARCHITECTURE

Steinmetz, George (Photographer). *New York Air, The View from Above*. Harry N. Abrams, 2015. Aerial photographer Steinmetz provides a first-class photo book showing New York City from above, lending surprising intimacy to the city’s massive infrastructure. (HARD COVER, 224 Pp., $40.00, Item NYC294)

TRAVEL, BIOGRAPHY & MEMOIR


**LITERATURE**

British Library. *London, A Literary Anthology*. Daedalus, 2014. Ranging from the 15th century to the present day, the British Library’s generous selection of poems and novel excerpts evokes the spirit of London through the ages. Full-color works of art from the library’s collection are interspersed throughout. (HARD COVER, 224 Pp., $34.95, Item GRB200)

Joyce, Eddie. *Small Mercies*. Viking, 2015. Vividly set on Staten Island, Royce’s emotionally rich debut novel follows a working-class Irish-Italian family as they cope with the loss of firefighter son, who died a decade ago on 9/11. (HARD COVER, 368 Pp., $27.95, Item NYC290)


**TO ORDER**

LONGITUDE

2838 Vicksburg Lane
Plymouth, MN 55447
info@longitudebooks.com
www.longitudebooks.com

Standard shipping charges (via USPS Media Mail):
$5.95 for first book, $1 per additional book up to a maximum of $10.95.

*Book prices, shipping charges and availability subject to change.*
*Checks, Visa, MasterCard, AmEx and Discover accepted.*

Call (+1) 800 342 2164 or go to reading.longitudebooks.com/TJ28250